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Trial and error 

During this year’s run-up to the Salone, I worked with 
many Italians and was, once again, struck by the 
excellent reputation that Dutch design has in the south. 
For example, I met Italian master designers for whom 
words were not enough to express their admiration. 
Initially, I dismissed this praise as a form of politeness; 
part of this appreciation is based on an image that dates 
back to the sophisticated and witty nineties. However, 
part of it is also genuine and deserved appreciation for 
designers who are searching for innovation and improve-
ment, and, in doing so, contribute alternative ideas  
to antiquated solutions. Compared to Italy, the furniture 
industry in the Netherlands is small, which works out 
badly for young Dutch designers when bringing in 
assignments from the furniture industry, but works out 
well in terms of research and innovation.

Dutch entrepreneurs are also often praised for their 
daring and perseverance, their ability to speak different 
languages, their vision, etc. However, the business 
environment in the Netherlands is also an important 
contributing factor. Because I work in Italy fairly regularly, 
I also get to see the Netherlands from a different 
perspective. Italian qualities of entrepreneurship are 
similar to those of the Dutch, if not more pronounced, 
but bureaucracy often thwarts initiative. We should 
praise our system for the opportunities that it offers. 
Modernisation works in the same way as evolution; 
innovation is born through trial and error. Our system  
in the Netherlands makes it possible for evolution  
to take place. Every year, this results in many mutations, 
for better or for worse, and is always sure to include  
a number of gems, this year in particular. 

For example, industrial designer Basten Leijh; this year, 
he is showing a wide range of recent projects that he has 
completed for his most important clients. I find his work 
inspiring, because he dares to realise dreams that are 
technically challenging. A good and well-known example 
is the Sandwhichbike, a wooden bicycle that can  
be delivered anywhere in the world packaged in a box,  
is extremely durable, and is an excellent ride. Bicycle 
design is complex and an art in itself, and was dominated 
by conservative designers for many years, but Basten 
has become a specialist. Read an interview with  
Basten on page 4 and make sure to visit his exhibition 
(page 21, no. 20).

Another presentation that I would like to point out  
is that of Social Label, an initiative of designers  
Simone Kramer and Petra Janssen. As part of their 
unique collaboration, they bring together designers  
and sheltered workshops that employ people with 
disabilities, to offer those in socially and economically 
disadvantaged positions an opportunity to enter  
the job market. This, too, is a fine example of designers  
who are able to achieve their ideals. A classic example  
of social design – hence the name. Their presentation 
can be found on page 9, no. 11.

In recent years, more and more successful mutations 
have originated within groups. We have, therefore, 
selected five design studios with DNA that is defined  
by their extraordinary forms of collaboration: Envisions, 
Vij5, Bernotat&Co, Makerversity, and Dutch Invertuals. 
More brains lead to more ideas, the best of which  
can be singled out. On this, Simone Post of Envisions 
says: ‘When you work by yourself, you often overfocus  
on an idea and are unable to proceed and to develop  
it any further. […] A more inconclusive way of working 
would also be a great opportunity for the industry,  
by smoothing the creative process, the blending of collab-
oration and experimentation gives birth to innovative  
and original ideas.’ (Interview pp. 10; exhibition pp. 7,  
no. 03) In her interview, Wendy Plomp of Dutch 
Invertuals explains how this process is streamlined:  
‘It is important to have someone in charge of maintaining 
balance. It is the best way to speed up the decision-
making process after drawn-out discussions.’ (Interview 
on page 14; exhibition on page 9, no. 10.) Conor  
Taylor of Makerversity emphasises that structure  
is important for the success of collaboration: ‘It is easy 
to get swept up in a project and not clearly lay out what 
people’s individual roles are.’ (Interview on page 24.)

Teamwork lies behind nearly everything on display  
in Milan, and although the final result is what we usually 
judge, the process that precedes it is often even more 
interesting. There is usually only one way of finding out: 
by asking!

David Heldt



Basten Leijh is a remarkably 
constructive bundle of 
contra dictions. An assertive 
designer and independent 
consul tant with a talent for 
collaboration, in both the 
boardroom and the work-
place. Flexibility and agility 
(he once was a dedicated 
windsurfer) set off against a 
strict belief in his own abili-
ties. A rich imagination com-
bined with practical sobriety.

The reason for this duality may perhaps be found  
in his youth. As the child of an architect and an educator/ 
artist, both musically gifted, he was destined for the arts 
from an early age. But what is a young rebel to do? Study 
economics, of course. Fortunately for him (and us), he 
eventually came round and decided on a study course at 
the Design Academy in Eindhoven.

The core mission of his work? Functionality. ‘In the  
design process, I always examine the user and producer 
within myself’, Leijh explains. ‘What is the essence?  
Is something really necessary for the solution?’

We can examine that goal at Galleria Minini in Ventura 
Lambrate. HOW ARE YOU, a comprehensive presentation 
of Basten Leijh Design Studio, is shown in an appropriate 
100 m2 space. Ten square meters per concept, project  
or product – it’s the dream of many a designer. In collab-
oration with Modular Lighting, the products are individually 
bathed in a cylinder of light, with the beam encased in  
a Kvadrat fabric sleeve. This exhibition setup allows for 
personalization of the light beam’s intensity and warmth 
through a connectivity application, in keeping with the  
development of the Internet of Things.

Stylish sustainability
For Modular Lighting, Leijh already 
designed Médard, a modular  
dimmable spotlight, which is very 
slender but equipped with the latest 
tech nology. Inside the Modular 
Connected Series, these lamps can 
be separately positioned with the help 
of an app. Suitable for lighting a  
gallery, shop or living room – all from  
the comfort of your armchair. The exhi-
bition also includes new high lights  
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Tekst by Annemiek van Grondel 
Photo by Joost Gijzel

How is Basten Leijh doing?

Basten Leijh has already enriched our lives with innovative bicycles, including  
the Sandwichbike (DIY bicycle design), a beautiful lamp with a strong  
slant, and functional but sexy office furniture. But the multiple award- 
winning Dutch designer is not resting on his laurels. There’s more to come!  
The harvest of his recent prolific years as a designer (and his vision  
for the future) is now on display in a major exhibition of ten concepts  
and products under the provocative title: ‘HOW ARE YOU’.

from Basten Leijh’s oeuvre, which – so far – has four themes: 
mobility, lighting, waste solutions, and furniture.

The importance of sustainability in his designs was 
demonstrated in the award-winning design of his 
Sandwich bike (2006), in which he made the assembly  
process transparent by making it possible to put the  
bike together yourself.

For EcoSmart, he designed efficient yet stylish waste 
bins: Tulip and Smartbin (the first product in this discipline 
to receive Cradle 2 Cradle certification).

At HOW ARE YOU, Leijh launches Cartrash, a sleek  
and clever reusable car trash bin to self-assemble,  
with a Kvadrat outer covering woven out of PET material.  
A stylish eco-friendly contribution to keeping both  
your car and the oceans clean. It’s an innovative idea for  
Cartrash.com, which is actively promoting initiatives  
relating to the cleaning of the world’s oceans.

Inventive and playful
Leijh is the creative director of Roels Spaces, a unit  
of Royal Ahrend that is currently working on products for  
activity-based working. The successful modular seating 
programme Loungescape was created in 2010, followed  
by the award-winning Flexbox, Concentration Corner, and  
Layers programs, all with leading acoustic and soft-seating  
office solutions for our increasingly technical world. In open 
spaces where flexible working is key, Leijh creates resting 
places to recharge, both literally and figuratively. HOW  
ARE YOU also includes three new pro ducts for Ahrend,  
including Howareyou, the first acoustic chair to which you  
can attach your iPad and charge your phone wirelessly, 
per fect for making a Skype call or preparing a presentation.  
And Recharged, a pouffe that can accommodate several 
people, who can then charge their phones in peace. Both 
pieces of furniture are realized in cooperation with Zens.

But there is much more to see at HOW ARE YOU.  
Feel free to bring your kids and admire the playful and 
beautifully finished foot-powered Walcar. Or take a look  
at Learn-Inn, a line of modular school furniture.

Basten Leijh takes us back to our childhood, when 
everything was possible and our feelers were out constantly. 
His antennas are forever receiving signals that lead him  
to create new products that make our daily lives better,  
prettier, and more convenient. Want to catch some of these 
signals? Make your way to Ventura Lambrate this week.

Basten Leijh: ‘HOW ARE YOU’, see p.21 nr.20 at  
Galleria Minini, Via Massimiano Imperatore, 25, Ventura Lambrate.  
www.bleijh.com/en/
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Designers
Gali Blay, Francois Bonnot,  
Marie Caye, Vincent van Dijck,  
Pleun van Dijk, Jella van Eck, Clara 
Escalara, Govert Flint, Kim Hou,  
Alexandre Humbert, Eva Jaeger, 
Debora Janssens, Anastasia Kubrak, 
Orlando Lovell, Emma Lucek,  
Olle Lundin, Isabel Mager, Gabriel 
Maher, Victor Miklos, Floriane 
Misslin, Leo Orta, Guilia Soldati, 
Alice Twemlow, Vincent Thornhill, 
Alice Wong, Louisa Zahareas

Location
Palazzo Clerici
Via Clerici 5
20121 Milan

Contact
Marc Ruis
P.O. Box 2125 / Emmasingel 14
NL - 5600 CC Eindhoven
+31 (0)40 239 39 39
info@designacademy.nl
www.designacademy.nl

Designers
Aukje Fleur Janssen, Elvis Wesley, 
Henriette Tilanus, Iwan Pol, Jeroen 
van de Gruiter, Robin Pleun Maas, 
Roel Deden, Roos Gomperts,  
Sanne Schuurman, Simone Post, 
Thomas Trum, Vantot

Location
Palazzo Clerici
Via Clerici 5
20121 Milan

Contact
Sanne Schuurman
+31 (0)6 3977 83 23
Simone Post 
+31 (0)6 4982 97 49
info@envisions.nl
www.envisions.nl

Opening time
Daily from 10.00 – 20.00 

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00.  
Sun 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

About
Design Academy Eindhoven believes 
that curiosity and openness, to ideas 
and to people, is a vital part of design. 
We are a design school, a place where 
individuals are educated in what they 
bring to the world and guided to find 
their own way.

Presentation
DAE #TVClerici. A live TV studio 
where media is presented in the 
making. We play with facts & fiction, 
props & performance, bodies & 
objects to create an alternate reality 
for a world of designed fakery.

About
Experimentation is the key to 
innovation. This is the driving force of 
Envisions A Dutch Collective 
showcasing everything but the  
final product.

Presentation
12 Designers will showcase an 
experimental collaboration between 
designers and industry where  
the emphasis is not on the finished 
product but on the possibilities 
uncovered along the way.
Corporate companies often stick  
to the road of proven practices and 
clearly defined objectives, missing 
out on the possibly fruitful alter-
natives discovered while taking the 
path less travelled. But not Finsa. The 
Spanish MDF manufacturer swung 
open its factory doors to Envisions.
 We would like to welcome you  
to our exhibition the same way Finsa 
welcomed us to their factory: with 
unhindered imaginations. Dive in and 
experience our new industrial world!

Designers
Adrianus Kundert, Antoine Peters, 
Bastiaan de Nennie, Bureau  
SLA & Overtreders W, buro BELÉN,  
Christien Meindertsma, Diana 
Scherer, Eric Geboers, Maarten Baas,  
No Mad Makers, Officina Corpuscoli /  
Maurizio Montalti, Olivier van Herpt,  
Roel Deden, Rosanne van der Meer, 
Rudolf Romero Borgart, Simone Post,  
Studio Dirk Vander Kooij, Studio rENs

Location
Palazzo Clerici
Via Clerici 5
20121 Milan

Contact
Justin Hahury
Museumpark 25
NL - 3015 CB Rotterdam
+31 (0)6 1203 01 28
j.hahury@hetnieuweinstituut.nl
newmaterialaward.
hetnieuweinstituut.nl
www.newmaterialaward.nl

Opening time
Daily from 10.00 – 20.00

About
Het Nieuwe Instituut aims to illuminate and map a rapidly changing world while 
at the same time fostering the discussion of topics related to the vast field of 
design. Through an extensive programme of exhibitions, lectures, workshops 
and research projects, Het Nieuwe Instituut researches, presents and 
represents architecture, design and digital culture. Het Nieuwe Instituut 
founded the International Materials & Design Network to organise collaborative 
projects with international partner organisations, to enable knowledge 
exchange on innovation in materials, design and sustainability, and to help 
talented Dutch designers in this field to expand their international networks.

Presentation
The New Material Award, presented by Het Nieuwe Instituut, believes in  
the innovative power of creativity within various design and art disciplines  
with regard to sustainability and the development and application of new 
materials and experimental techniques. The installation celebrates the work  
of eighteen designers and visual artists who are contributing new ideas for  
a more sustainable society. The New Material Award is a joint venture between 
Stichting DOEN, Fonds Kwadraat and Het Nieuwe Instituut.

Designers
Piet Hein Eek, Studio Truly Truly

Location
Rossana Orlandi
Via Matteo Bandello 14/16
20123 Milan

Contact
Corinne Zwarter
Herengracht 180
NL - 1016 BR Amsterdam
+31 (0)6 2477 57 54
corinne@leffamsterdam.com
www.leffamsterdam.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 19.00

About
LEFF amsterdam, founded in 2011, 
made its debut in the design industry 
by creating a series of iconic interior 
timepieces. The focus gradually 
shifted towards different product 
ranges. Established in Amsterdam, 
they now create unconventional 
watches and speakers by developing 
concepts in collaboration with 
renowned designers from around  
the world.

Presentation
Piet Hein Eek and LEFF amsterdam 
are thrilled to announce another  
yet classic-to-be addition to their 
tube series: the tube Swiss automatic 
A46. That and our other uniquely 
designed products, will be displayed 
in a presentation specially designed 
by Piet Hein Eek at Rossana Orlandi  
this Milan Design Week.

Designers
Studio Truly Truly

Location
Room Mate Giulia
Via Silvio Pellico 4
20121 Milan

Contact
Jessica Voorwinde
Herengracht 180
NL - 1016 BR Amsterdam
+31 (0)6 4065 42 67
jessica@leffamsterdam.com
www.soundskins.nl

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 22.00

About
Arno Ruijzenaars, founder of LEFF amsterdam, developed Soundskins and 
started a collaboration with Studio Truly Truly. They worked closely together 
with the Textielmuseum and the result is a skin for Sonos speakers that  
is 100% acoustic transparant. They’re made in Europe and provide a warm 
addition to your interior.

Presentation
Soundskins are a textile-cover to transform the Sonos speaker into a beautiful 
interior object with warmth and personality. Truly Truly worked closely  
with the Textielmuseum to develop knitted covers with a customized fit. Tests  
with an acoustic engineer ensured that the skins are acoustically transparent 
and don’t effect the sound.

01
LEFF amsterdam

02
Design Academy Eindhoven
DAE #TVClerici

04
New Material Award
Het Nieuwe Instituut
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SoundSkins



Designers
Sabine Marcelis, David Derksen, 
RENS, Daphna Laurens,  
Klaas Kuiken, Paul Heijnen

Location
Ventura Centrale
Via Ferrante Aporti 15
20125 Milan

Contact
Johan van der Meer
Laagraven 44
NL - 3439 LK Nieuwegein
+31 (0)6 4100 79 55
jmeer@baars-bloemhoff.nl
www.baars-bloemhoff.nl

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 18.00 

About
Baars & Bloemhoff, with its range of over 2500 different decorative materials 
and decors, is a valuable partner for many (interior) architects, designers and 
interior decorators. Baars & Bloemhoff is a nationally operating organization 
with five branches. With a young and enthusiastic staff, the company  
scans international markets in search of new materials and brands that can 
make Dutch interiors more attractive.

Presentation
For the second edition of their ‘Transitions’ project, Baars & Bloemhoff once 
again challenged six young Dutch designers to re-imagine and shape its 
decorative materials into a design collection. An abstracted architectural 
setting, build in the raw space at Ventura Centrale will be the ‘shining’ backdrop 
for Transitions II. Designed to emphasize relations between space, products  
and materiality, the exhibition will display six material driven projects  
created by David Derksen, Sabine Marcelis, Klaas Kuiken, Daphna Laurens, 
Paul Heijnen and rENs.

the dots #148 PRESENTATIONS
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Designers
Petra Janssen (Studio Boot) and 
Simone Kramer (C-mone)
Together with: Borre Akkersdijk 
(ByBorre), Piet Hein Eek, Kiki van 
Eijk, Dick van Hoff, Marc Mulders, 
Edward van Vliet, Edwin Vollebergh 
(Studio Boot), Roderick Vos, Haiko 
Meijer (Onix architects)

Location
Crud Studio
Via Cola Montano 13
20159 Milan

Contact
Petra Janssen
Tramkade 22-24
NL - 5211 VB Den Bosch
+31 (0)6 5397 30 47
petra@sociallabel.nl
www.sociallabel.nl

Opening time
Daily 10.30 – 19.00

Press preview
Tue. 4 Apr. 17.00 – 19.00

Collection & community
Social label’s initiators, designers/design thinkers Simone Kramer (C-mone) 
and Petra Janssen (Studio Boot), design customized work. In their unique 
collaborations they bring together designers and sheltered workshops, to offer 
people in socially and economically disadvantaged positions an opportunity  
to enter the job market.

Launch ‘an open book on designing labour’ 
Fri. 7 Apr. 10.00 – 12.00
Social label designs labour. A striking attempt to make a change in the Dutch 
system of labour, participation, and social return. To create a human-scale 
economy that improves the country/world and leaves nobody out in the cold.

In-house lecture 
Wed. 5 Apr. 13.00 – 14.00 
‘About the importance of supporting design in society’ by Frans van  
Dooremalen and Joy Arpots, Brabant C, fund for innovation in design for  
the Province of Brabant.

Live workshops
Tue. 4 Apr. 16.30 – 18.30,  
Wed. 5, Thu. 6 Apr. 14.00 – 16.00  
and Fri. 7 Apr. 10.00 – 12.00
Demonstrating two of our product lines in collaboration with Cello health care 
(disabled people), Reinier van Arkel and RIBW Brabant (mental illness).

Designer
Brian Steendijk

Location
Fabbrica del Vapore
Via Giulio Cesare Procaccini 4
20154 Milan

Contact
Brian Steendijk
27 Isaac St
Spring Hill
AUS - 4000 Queensland
+61 404 094 001
mail@embassyliving.com
www.embassyliving.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 18.00

Press preview
Mon. 5 Apr. 10.00 

Designers
Carole Baijings, Stefan Scholten

Location
Herman Miller
Corso Garibaldi 70
20121 Milan

Contact
Herman Miller Ltd
c/o Anya Clifton
Methuen Park, Wiltshire
UK - Chippenham SN14 0GF
+44 7769 643 104
anya_clifton@hermanmiller.com
www.hermanmiller.co.uk/events/
milan-2017.html

Opening time
Daily 9.00 – 20.30
Thu. 6 Apr. 9.00 – 17.00
Sat. 8 Apr. 9.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. closed

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 15.00 – 18.00 (press only)

About
EMBASSYliving thinks in 
conscientious new ways to challenge 
the status quo. At EMBASSY  
we questioning existing thinking  
and discover new needs met through 
beautifully designed user friendly 
products. EMBASSYliving makes 
great furniture and products  
for everyday living... buy one and 
become an ambassador of good 
design with us.

Presentation
As part of salonesatellite 20 years, 
we are delighted that 3 of our pieces 
have been selected for exhibition  
– Cero, Scoot and Dove. The iconic 
Cero chair is in the permanent col-
lection of the Powerhouse Museum, 
Sydney, Australia as well as produced 
locally by Serralunga; the Scoot 
chair, is a collaboration also with 
Serralunga; and its descendant the 
ephemeral Dove stool, was original 
shown at London Design Week to 
great acclaim.

About
Herman Miller’s inspiring designs, 
inventive technologies and strategic 
services help people do great things 
and organisations perform at their 
best. Maharam offers a comprehensive 
collection of textiles for commercial 
and residential interiors.

Presentation
“Chromatography: The Colour World 
of Scholten & Baijings,” a new 
installation for Herman Miller’s Milan 
showroom, is a testament to their 
singular approach. After developing 
multiple textile collections for 
Maharam over the last three years, 
the exhibition is the summation  
of their efforts. With it they will  
debut three new textiles created in 
collaboration with the Maharam 
Design Studio – Mesh, Tracery, and 
Pare – and their inaugural furniture 
collection for Herman Miller – the 
ColourForm Sofa Group.
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Designers
Andrea Trimarchi, Simone Farresin 

Location
Spazio Krizia
Via Daniele Manin 21
20121 Milan

Contact
Andrea Trimarchi
Meeuwenlaan 106g
NL - 1021 JL Amsterdam
+31 (0)6 1629 51 71
andrea@formafantasma.com
www.formafantasma.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 19.00

Opening cocktail
Mon. 3 Apr. 19.00 – 22.00 

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 10.00 – 13.00

Designers
Bram Vanderbeke, Carlo Lorenzetti, 
Edhv, Hongjie Yang, Kirstie van Noort 
& Xandra van der Eijk, Léa Baert,  
Mila Chorbadzhieva, Philipp Weber, 
Sigve Knutson, Thomas Ballouhey

Location
O’
Via Pastrengo 12
20159 Milan

Contact
Wendy Plomp
Fuutlaan 12b
NL - 5613 AB Eindhoven
+31 (0)6 4155 58 83
wendyplomp@dutchinvertuals.nl
www.dutchinvertuals.nl

Opening time
Daily 10.30 – 20.00
Sun. 9 Apr. open 10.30 – 17.00

Opening cocktail
Fri. 7 Apr. starts at 20.00

Press preview
Tue. 4 Apr. 17.00 – 19.00

About
Dutch Invertuals has realized fifteen 
outstanding exhibitions, being at the 
forefront of influential and experi-
mental design. Through the numerous 
esteemed designers it has produced, 
Dutch Invertuals manages to 
repeatedly captive its audience and 
presents an unequivocal vision on 
the future of design while challenging 
and pushing the boundaries of their 
capabilities.

Presentation
Dutch Invertuals will unveil a glimpse 
into the future of design with  
the brand new exhibition ‘HARVEST’.  
The collective show an insight  
on our future way of life as our role 
shifts from consumer to harvester. 
They present unique new works  
in a spectacular presentation.

07
Studio Formafantasma
Foundation

08
Chromatography:  
The Colour World of Scholten & Baijings
Herman Miller and Maharam

09
embassy living

10
Dutch Invertuals
Harvest

11
Social label is bringing its message of inclusivity to Europe
Social label – Socio economics

About
Andrea Trimarchi and Simone 
Farresin are Studio Formafantasma,  
a duo based in Amsterdam. 
Formafantasma’s work is characterized 
by experimental materials inves ti-
gations and explored such issues as 
the relationship between tradition 
and local culture, critical approaches 
to sustainability and the significance 
of objects as cultural conduits.

Presentation
Spazio Krizia invited the Studio  
to create a site specific installation. 
Presented as a companion to the 
launch at Euroluce of the studio’s 
first industrial objects for Flos, 
‘Foundation’ offers a deeper insight 
into their thinking reflecting the 
designers’ recent interest in the 
functional and expressive qualities  
of light. It presents a series of works 
made with different techniques and 
materials, together with an instal la-
tion that shifts their experimentation 
onto an architectural scale.
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Interview by Federica Marie Carenini
Photo by Daphne Kuilman

The final work is work in progress

Envisions is not about the final product. Envisions is the blending of 
continuous collaboration and experimentation aimed at showing the un-shown 
and unveiling the gradual transformation of a concept into reality. 

The driving forces behind this new Dutch collective are Simone Post (1990) and Sanne Schuurman (1989). After 
graduating from Design Academy Eindhoven and bonding over the same experimental approach to work, Post  
and Schuurman were looking for ways to recreate the thriving and collaborative environment found at the academy. 
This led to the rise of Envisions in 2016 – an inspiring platform of designers who share knowledge, experiences,  
and ideas in order to explore new and unusual possibilities for the creation of a product. 

The first feature of the collective is collaboration. According to the founders, teamwork smooths the 
creative process and boosts innovation. ‘Unity makes strength’, Post explains. ‘When you work by yourself,  
you often overfocus on an idea and are unable to proceed and to develop it any further. Putting your work into words 
by presenting it to others helps you to improve your understanding of what you are doing.’ Once every two weeks,  
the team gather and everyone has the chance to share ideas. These meetings are a great opportunity to get food for 
thought and to boost the individual creative process. 

Coming from different artistic backgrounds, the team members have wide-ranging knowledge of materials 
and techniques. This heterogeneity fosters experimentation – the heart of Envisions. Materials are the first source  
of inspiration. The aim of the collective is, first, to explore the infinite possibility of applications and uses. Then,  
to focus on the research process rather than the finished product and to make the observer aware of the investigative 
process that went into creating it. As a matter of fact, collaboration does not concern the designers alone. Envisions’s 
intention is to trigger a dialogue between creators and the public. By involving clients and manufacturers in a 
product’s creation process, they are encouraged to approach the work as collaborators, opening up new possibilities 
for joint ventures.

Both Schuurman and Post define the production of Envisions as a big ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ – an artwork 
produced by the synthesis of various art forms. That’s what the collective is all about. For the coming edition of 
Milan’s Salone del Mobile, the platform is expanding its work to the furniture industry. Twelve designers have carried 
out specialized tests on the same type of wood produced by Spanish manufacturer Finsa. This resulted in twelve 
different perspectives on the same company. The challenge of Envisions is blending the works and portraying them 
as a single, strong, and comprehensive picture. ‘It’s not about who designed it. It’s about what you see and what 
experimentation is behind the final product’, Post explains.

However, managing so many people and tasks is no child’s play. The previous exhibition in Milan was 
fundamental to the understanding of what does or does not work. ‘It’s important to have someone who takes charge 
of the situation’, the founders point out. ‘Our roles are now clear: we supervise and we determine the project 
orientation, who joins the projects, and what should be exhibited. It’s quite a difficult task, but it’s manageable if split 
between the two of us.’ Considering that the collective exhibited for the first time last year, the work they have  
done so far is impressive.

For Envisions, the Salone is also an interesting opportunity to look for new members with an appetite  
for experimentation. The collective is interested in people from different backgrounds and with diverse knowledge, 
not only related to artistic fields. The aim is to create an inspiring environment where the unexpected becomes 
reality – or it tries to, at least. One of the latest examples from the group is the application of Virtual Reality in the 
creative designing process. Virtual Reality boosts the creation of an idea and broadens experimentation possibilities. 
Moreover, it allows the visitor to see the type of research carried out before the creation of the final product. 

When it comes to talking about the future, there are no clear long-term objectives yet. However, the two 
designers’ major goal for now is to expand Envisions’ belief in collaboration to companies and to the furniture industry. 
These environments commonly lack any experimental approach in their production systems. ‘There is no time for 
research. Because focus is only on the result, everything has to be done immediately.’ Nevertheless, the two young 
creators believe in the opposite. ‘A more inconclusive way of working would also be a great opportunity for the 
industry’, they explain. ‘By smoothing the creative process, the blending of collaboration and experimentation gives 
birth to innovative and original ideas.’

Find Envisions at p.7 nr.03



Designers
Arihiro Miyake, Bertjan Pot,  
Edward van Vliet, Frank Tjepkema, 
Joost van Bleiswijk, Kit Miles, 
Lorenza Bozzoli, Maarten Baas, 
Marcel Wanders, Neal Peterson, 
Nichetto Studio, Noortje van  
Eekelen, Rick Tegelaar, Umut Yamac

Location
Area 56
Via Savona 56
20144 Milan

Contact
Nikki Brandenburg
Minervum 7003
NL - 4817 ZL Breda
+31 (0)6 2819 21 84
nikkibrandenburg@moooi.com
www.moooi.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 21.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 17.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 17.00 – 20.00

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 17.00 – 19.00 

About
Moooi presents creative luxury 
through a unique and iconic  
mix of lighting, furniture, carpets and 
accessories for a well curated life. 
Innovative, provocative & poetic  
at the same time. A life extraordinary!

Presentation
The international design company 
reveals its new lighting, furniture, 
carpets and accessory collection 
combined with Microsculpture 
photography by Levon Biss, in  
an exhibition representing an extra-
ordinary world of hospitality.
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13 – 15

Designer
Marc Vermeulen

Location
Design Language
Civica Scuola Interpreti e Traduttori 
Altiero Spinelli
Via Francesco Carchidio 2
20144 Milan

Contact
Marc Vermeulen
Zuideinde 4
NL - 2671 MH Naaldwijk
+31 (0)6 2476 89 35
info@marcvermeulen.design
www.marcvermeulen.design

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

Mixing the Dots Opening cocktail
Mon. 3 Apr. 18.00 – 23.00 (RSVP 
only: designlanguage@thedots.nl)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 13.00 – 17.00 

About
Marc Vermeulen designs furniture 
and lighting that are innovative in 
function and form. His work illuminates 
the familiar, creating something 
special from the commonplace. His 
thoughtful products encourage 
interaction and combine simplicity, 
craftsmanship, attention to detail  
and functionality.

Presentation
Marc Vermeulen presents his new 
lighting collection ‘Fragile’, inspired 
by the delicacy of ceramic tiles. 
“Tiles have a tactility and refinement 
that instantly capture my attention. 
Their fragility, texture and rhythm are 
the starting point for my new designs, 
and create an appearance that is both 
strong yet gentle.” This innovative 
series of designs has been created  
in collaboration with the renowned 
Dutch tile brand, Royal Mosa. Marc 
Vermeulen also presents designs 
from the Dunes & Dykes collection 
and his award-winning Clipboard.

12
Moooi
A Life Extraordinary

13
marcvermeulen.design

14
Design Language
a dialogue of cultural 
identity

Designers
Jacob de Baan, Inge de Boer, Lode 
Bruins, Sigrid Calon, Rick Gerner, 
Jolanda van Goor, Erik Griffioen, 
Arend Groosman, Denise Hoex,  
José Kranen, Ineke Otte, Isabel 
Quiroga, Paul Schrijen, Marc 
Vermeulen, and various others.

Location
Civica Scuola Interpreti e Traduttori 
Altiero Spinelli
Via Francesco Carchidio 2
20144 Milan

Contact
Connecting the Dots
Jacob van Lennepkade 386-2
NL - 1053 NM Amsterdam
+31 (0)6 1551 07 27
designlanguage@thedots.nl
www.designlanguage.thedots.nl
www.thedots.nl

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

Mixing the Dots Opening Cocktail
Mon. 3 Apr. 18.00 – 23.00  
(RSVP only: rsvp@thedots.nl)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 13.00 – 17.00

About
Design Language will be opening its 
doors for the very first time in the 
building of Altiero Spinelli College. 
This international design exhibition 
can be seen as a study of the layers of 
our everyday designs; the various 
design languages spoken around the 
world, and the wealth of cultural 
identities that lie behind objects. 
Design Language is a three-year 
cultural design project at a brand new 
location organised by Connecting  
the Dots in close collaboration with 
design studio CARA \ DAVIDE and 
the City of Milan.

Presentation
Design Language brings on show 
more than 55 designers and  
brands from over 20 countries from 
all over the world including  
countries as India, Japan, South 
Africa and Jordan.
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Studio Piet Boon

Designer
Ineke Otte

Location
Civica Scuola Interpreti e Traduttori 
Altiero Spinelli
Via Francesco Carchidio 2
20144 Milan

Contact
Ineke Otte
‘s-Heer Elsdorpweg 39
NL - 4461 WJ Goes
+31 (0)6 1175 95 50
ineke@inekeotte.com
www.inekeotte.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

Mixing the Dots Opening cocktail
Mon. 3 Apr. 18.00 – 23.00 (RSVP 
only: designlanguage@thedots.nl)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 13.00 – 17.00 

Designer
Piet Boon

Location
Via Tortona 37
20144 Milan

Contact
Studio Piet Boon
c/o Dominique Borggreve
Skoon 78
NL - 1511 HV Oostzaan
+31 (0)6 5260 00 07
d.borggreve@pietboon.com
www.pietboon.com

Opening time
Mon. 3 Apr. 14.00 – 18.00 
Daily 10.00 - 21.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 17.00

Cocktail
Thu. 6 Apr. 18.00 – 20.00  
(by invitation only)

Press preview
Wed. 5 Apr.  
(by invitation only) 

About
Ineke Otte designs modern fashion 
jewellery, 3D printed products, 
lighting, tables, art.
Products are unique, funny, colourful 
and with humour with nature as  
an inspiration. Otte received several 
international awards. Jewellery  
is published and sold worldwide, 
purchased for museum collections.

Presentation
Presentation of colourful fashion 
jewellery, 3D-printing designs  
and products. All products  
are inspired by nature and made  
by different materials.

About
Piet Boon is designed to capture  
the essence of the Studio Piet Boon 
identity. Each high quality furniture 
piece passionately crafted with rich 
natural materials, attention to detail 
and refined taste.

Presentation
Piet Boon furniture embodies the 
unique Studio Piet Boon philosophy 
of balancing functionality, aesthetics 
and individuality. Inspired by the 
studio´s experiences, the renewed 
collection reflects its talent of shap ing 
extraordinary design experiences. 
Piet Boon is in good shape, come see 
for yourself.

UNTIL SEPTEMBER 24 2017 - GRONINGEN - THE NETHERLANDS
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One week about
Dutch Designers in Milan
Presented by
Connecting the Dots
A collaboration between Dutch Design Daily and Connecting the Dots.
During the Milan Design Week 2017, we will post online
topical design news about Dutch designers in Milan every day.
Stay tuned and follow us!

dutchdesigndaily.com

Online news every day
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Interview by Federica Marie Carenini
Photo by Daphne Kuilman

Creating mini-society, Curating Dialogue

Dutch Invertuals challenges its designers to anticipate the world’s develop-
ments. The goal of the continuous interaction and dynamic crowdsourcing of 
ideas within the group is to rethink the role of design in relation to the future.

The Eindhoven-based design studio first began as an exhibition at Milan’s Salone del Mobile in 2009. The intention 
of Wendy Plomp, the founder, curator, and art director of Dutch Invertuals, was to bring together various design fields 
and put together a single and strong presentation around a single central theme. Through the blending of various 
disciplines, the objective of the works was to tell a cohesive story about the future according to the designers involved 
in the project. Given its success, the collective decided to showcase during Dutch Design Week as well, and Milan 
and Eindhoven have been their main exhibition venues ever since. 

Both venues are stages where Dutch Invertuals displays the result of research carried out within the specific 
theme of the exhibition. As Plomp explains, the show represents a series of reflections frozen in time, triggered by 
dialogue, interaction, and an active approach within the group. 

Each show is meant to be thought-provoking and future-oriented. The aim is to encourage each other to think 
outside the box, explore the changing spirit of the age, and reacting to it in a creative way. 

The crucial role that research plays in each Dutch Invertuals exhibition is one of the main reasons that 
prompts designers to join the platform. The vibrant interaction among members and the deep reflective environment 
form a rich academic tradition that designers are extremely interested in. Every two weeks, the group gathers to 
share experiences and knowledge concerning materials and techniques and to offer feedback, critique, and advice 
on individual works. 

Since experimentation is necessary to explore different ways of expressing the theme of the exhibition, 
designers are encouraged to venture out into fields that they are not familiar with. This offers great opportunities for 
personal development – and for the maturing of Dutch Invertuals itself. For the Revaluate exhibition in Eindhoven  
in 2013, for instance, the collective actively collaborated with the foundry at Beeldenstorm, the European Ceramic 
Workcenter, and the Leerdam Glass Museum. The project developed fascinating research, which was followed by  
a great deal of experimentation and the creation of many intriguing objects.

In addition, the heterogeneity of the platform is of added value. ‘Beginners bring their enthusiasm to the 
experiments and veterans compensate with their practicality’, explains Plomp. Encouraging and stimulating each other 
pushes the approach towards new insights, concepts, and creations, and takes the collective work to another level.

To maintain a vibrant and inspiring environment, the founder carefully selects her colleagues according  
to their ambition, experimentation, passion, and work mentality. It is important to keep the group heterogeneous, 
with different backgrounds, abilities, and nationalities. ‘Dutch Invertuals is about mentality and willingness to 
collaborate. It is not limited to the Dutch’, she adds. The studio is becoming more and more international, in part  
due to the increasing number of international students at the academies, where graduation shows have become 
pulsating scouting environments. 

Dealing with such dynamic and diverse surroundings is not always an easy task. Dutch Invertuals  
can be compared to a miniature society and, as such, you find those who work more, those who work less, those who 
complain, and those who do not. Dialogue within the group is, therefore, crucial in order to avoid any possible 
misunderstandings. As the curator and creative director, Wendy is has the last word. ‘It is important to have someone 
in charge of maintaining balance’, she explains. ‘It is the best way to speed up the decision-making process after 
drawn-out discussions.’

Although the coming edition of the Salone will be the eighth exhibition of Dutch Invertuals in Milan, 
Wendy is proud to say that it feels refreshing to present a completely new presentation every time. ‘Each show wants 
to tell a story; the world is continuously evolving, which results in a lot of food for thought – how will we adapt to  
the transformation of our identities, habits, and traditions? How will we interpret this?’ To the platform, the Salone 
represents the professional fulfilment of research carried out and exhibited at Dutch Design Week in Eindhoven. 
Thanks to its wide ranging, cosmopolitan audience, the Salone del Mobile is an excellent international exhibition 
venue – for the collective to showcase, as well as to explore and gain different insights on design.

Despite working on other projects simultaneously, Milano and Eindhoven remain the most important 
appointments on the annual agenda for the group’s members. As for the future, Dutch Invertuals aims at spreading  
its mentality and its enthusiasm around the world, and opening itself to new teams of designers with the same 
unrelenting impulse to collaborate, create, and innovate.

Find Dutch Invertuals at p.9 nr.10
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06 Baars & Bloemhoff
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18 Werner Neumann
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20 Basten Leijh Design Studio
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22 Creative Chef
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25 Roos Soetekouw
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Interview by Federica Marie Carenini
Photo by Daphne Kuilman

Made for/with each other

Minimalistic designs and pure raw materials blend together in the elegant and 
functional collection of Dutch label Vij5. Nevertheless, what sets Vij5 products 
apart is the sincere connection and the strong collaboration between its 
people – curators, designers, manufacturers, and customers.

Arjan van Raadshooven and Anieke Branderhorst are the founders of interior design label Vij5. The two lived in  
the same house during their studies in architecture and at Design Academy Eindhoven, respectively. They already 
had a constructive connection in those early days – if one failed, the other stepped forward. 

Anieke’s graduation project became a turning point and the beginning of their collaboration. When the 
young designer considered putting her detailed work into production, she found herself at a crossroads. On one 
hand, asking a company to manufacture her designs would have been in total opposition to the concept behind her 
work. On the other, manufacturing them herself would be a great challenge that she could not face alone. Fortunately, 
the tangible aspect of design fascinated Arjan and, because the relationship with the sense of touch was a main 
feature in Anieke’s work, the collaboration between the two started naturally. Since 2006, they have been carefully 
curating their collection. They actively seek out collaborations with other young designers in order to integrate  
new products that are in line with their own signature, and they are in control of all steps of production.

Teamwork between Anieke and Arjan is possible and fruitful because of the great connection between 
them – both in private and in their working life. The qualities and skills of one complete those of the other. For 
example, Anieke is very precise and has a great eye for detail, whereas Arjan is more about giving broader overviews. 
On the other hand, he is very pragmatic and systematic in terms of production and organization, whereas Anieke 
focuses on long-term strategies from an emotional point of view. However, the core element of their successful 
collaboration is communication: ‘A big part of our creative process is talking to each other’, explains Anieke. ‘Our 
personalities are completely different and this can lead to contra dictions. Through communication we start a dialogue 
aimed at reconciling the differences. This interaction enables us to raise the quality of our work.’

The couple also applies this approach when expanding their collaboration to external parties. Vij5 is a 
label and, as such, its aim is to be a platform that displays products, not people. However, having a click connection 
with the other person is fundamental to curators. It is a determining factor in the selection process of new products 
for the Vij5 collection, for instance. After Arjan and Anieke consider whether the concept fits within the collection 
and how the product can be produced, they both need to get acquainted with the designer. ‘Our intention is to trigger 
an open and sincere dialogue with the third party, exactly as it takes between the two of us’, Arjan claims. ‘We might 
disagree at times, but that is what it is all about – being honest in order to enhance the quality of our work.’ 

According to the couple, collaboration is an extremely valuable advantage and a source of inspiration – 
collaboration with designers, customers, and manufacturers. Arjan and Anieke usually look for suppliers close  
to their Eindhoven-based location in order to personally interact with them and control production. Nevertheless, 
occasionally the couple also collaborates with suppliers out of their reach. ‘We have travelled far and wide  
looking for materials that would perfectly suit what we had in mind’, they both explain. ‘The quality and skills of  
a manu facturer are most important to us. However, we first need to feel that natural connection that is essential  
to collaboration – if we don’t have it, we don’t go through with it.’ They believe the objective is to arrive at a win-win 
situation for both parties. ‘It has to be a business friendship, not an aggressive competition’, Arjan adds.

The couple does not trust competition. ‘Life is not a rat race’, explains Anieke. ‘We are delighted to 
collaborate with ambitious, go-getting people. But the aim is to inspire others, share experiences, and progressively 
raise the quality of our work.’

Again, vibrant and dynamic interaction is necessary to enhance the creative process at work. However,  
the great connection between Anieke and Arjan can also represent a threat to both their private and professional 
lives. ‘Working as a couple, it is always tempting to immediately share your ideas regardless of whether you are  
at home or at the office,’ says Anieke. ‘However, we’ve noticed that we work better if we clearly separate the two and 
regularly take a break. At home and during the weekend, there are no more emails and no phonecalls’, she continues. 
‘Any brainwaves we might have need to be written down a piece of paper and discussed during the working day’.

In contrast to other years the label will not be displaying its products at the coming edition of the Salone 
del Mobile. However, both Arjan and Anieke will be taking part as visitors. ‘The Salone is an important social visit  
as well’, they explain. ‘We enjoy exploring what other companies and designers are working on and becoming inspired 
by it.’ The label wants to remain compact and versatile. As they both underline, successful ideas may rise from 
someplace completely unexpected. Looking to the future, Vij5’s goal is to expand towards the wide range of 
possibilities around them.

Items in the photo: ’s-Chair & ’s-Table by Jeroen Wand, Sandpaper Tray by Baas & Kleinbloesem, Pigments & Porcelain by Alissa + Nienke, Moonrise Mirror by  
Michael Funch, Brass Lights by David Derksen, Lloop lamp by Ontwerpduo, FlexVase by Arjan van Raadshooven & Anieke Branderhorst, Wrapped stool by Floris Hovers,  
LookShelf by Daphna Laurens, Framed cabinet by Breg Hanssen, Coatrack by the Meter by Maarten Baptist, Sample Series by rENs, Strap stool by bram/Stijn





Designers
Frank Visser, Simone Brommet

Location
Via Ventura 15
20134 Milan

Contact
Simone Brommet
Karperstraat 4
NL - 1075 KZ Amsterdam
+31 (0)6 5022 75 08
simone@ijmcolour.nl
www.ijm.nl
www.ijmcolour.nl

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 17.00 – 19.00  
(RSVP: simone@ijmcolour.nl)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 17.00 – 19.00

Designer
Werner Neumann

Location
Via Ventura 15
20134 Milan

Contact
Werner Neumann
Daalakkersweg 2
NL - 5641 JA Eindhoven
+31 (0)6 5246 03 37
info@wernerneumann.nl
www.wernerneumann.nl

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00.

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 20.00 – 22.00 

About
Werner Neumann, Dutch self-thought 
designer. Werner has deep knowledge 
of structures and materials and  
he uses this talent to create products 
to be exactly as they were in  
his mind. This results in unusually 
shaped products.

Presentation
Come and see Werner Neumanns 
doodles come to live! He is here  
in Milan with products from both his 
Organic and his Birchwood collection. 
He gets his inspiration by nature,  
her materials and forms.

17
studio IJM
IMAGINE

About
IJM’s Republic… is a collaborative  
of creative professionals under 
super vision of the dutch stylist  
and designer Frank Visser. From his 
studio in Amsterdam the projects  
are created under the name IJM and 
regularly published in international 
designmagazines. 
“We love to create lifesize decors. 
There is a positive obsession for 
colour in our projects. Fact&fiction 
are present in the custom-made 
interiors. ” Frank Visser

Presentation
IMAGINE… Travel through fiction  
and reality. Discover the stories of 
the interiors. Surprisingly visualised  
with crafted materials and find new 
inspiration in a decor of textiles, paper, 
paint, props, wood and furniture.

18
Werner Neumann
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Designers
Francesco Messori, Jochem 
Straatman

Location
xv window area
Via Privata Giovanni Ventura 15
20134 Milan

Contact
Wendy Kruit
Nieuwe Spiegelstraat 36
NL - 1017 DG Amsterdam
+31 (0)6 5052 30 10
w.kruit@ddock.com
www.ddock.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 20.00 – 22.00

About
The world is changing rapidly. With that, architecture and design is changing. 
That’s why we like to do things slightly different at D/DOCK. We create and 
realize interior designs and concepts that go beyond the physical and aesthetics 
alone by constantly challenging dogmas. Sustainable solutions that are future-
proof and build around human requirements.
We adopt a multidisciplinary working method in which design, project 
management and consultancy are the ingredients for tailor-made designs  
that make a difference. In work environments, healthcare, education,  
retail and hospitality. Solutions that fit today’s changing reality and the future  
of tomorrow.

Presentation
The HEALING HUB is a new tribal village, to work empathically, to meet, share, 
bond, and have fun, where the work day is made by rituals.
D/DOCK will make a real business hub, usable by the visitors and exhibitors of 
the Salone del Mobile. The space will be a Healing Office, where the last products 
and concepts for the work environment will be presented.
Different hybrid work typologies and design products will be placed in the space 
such as the Energy Station, Mind Room, Tatami Room, Forum, re-Energize lamp 
etc) together with art installations, dynamic light and sound technologies.
A food and catering system will be operated, with energy snacks and other 
innovative food concepts.
The space will be interactive through an EBD (evidence based design)  
protocol, which will provide data about the use and the perception of the space 
by the visitors (D/science).

19
D/DOCK
Healing Hub

Designer
Basten Leijh

Location
Minini
Via Massimiano 25
20134 Milan

Contact
Basten Leijh
Eerste Atjehstraat 98D
NL - 1094 KR Amsterdam
+31 (0)6 2450 77 09
basten@bleijh.com
www.bastenleijh.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 17.00 – 20.00

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 18.00 – 19.00 

About
Basten Leijh is a Dutch industrial designer and creates distinctive, smart  
and timeless product concepts.
Often, he thinks in modular product families. This ensures efficient  
production and gives the consumer the feeling of getting something personal. 
Areas he works in are: mobility, furniture, waste care and light design.

Presentation
#howareyou: ‘Basten Leijh’ will show 10 of his ‘latest products and concepts’, 
individually exposed by a cylinder of light, the beam encased in a  
‘Kvadrat’ fabric sleeve. In collaboration with Modular Lighting, ‘the exhibition  
setup allows for personalization of the light beam’s warmth and intensity 
through a connectivity app, fitting the development of the Internet of Things’.  
Supported by: Modular Lighting, Royal Ahrend, Cartrash.com, Kvadrat and 
Baars Bloemhoff.

20
Basten Leijh Design Studio
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Designer
Jasper Udink ten Cate

Location
Via Lambrate 15
20134 Milan

Contact
Jasper Udink ten Cate
Vereningingstraat 9
NL - 3515 GE Utrecht
+31 (0)6 2472 58 73
info@creativechef.nl
www.creativechef.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 19.00 – 22.00

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 14.00 – 20.00 

About
Creative Chef design studio. By 
designing high end food experiences 
and concepts the company turns  
the act of eating and hospitality into 
Design and Art.

Presentation
In the presentation Creative Chef 
shows a series of creative dinner 
tables en serves future food in such  
a way that by entering the space the 
visitor will become part of the design. 
Creative Chef’s serves a restaurant 
as an art-piece.

22
Creative Chef
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Designers
Mireille Burger, Rudi Boiten

Location
Autofficina room A
Via Massimiano 23
20134 Milan

Contact
Studio Plott
Rudi Boiten & Mireille Burger
Daalakkersweg 6 – 26
NL - 5641 JA Eindhoven
Mireille Burger: +31 (0)6 2944 33 33
Rudi Boiten: +31 (0)6 2198 36 38
info@studioplott.com
www.studioplott.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 10.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

About
Mireille Burger and Rudi Boiten form 
Studio Plott, an Eindhoven based 
design studio specialized in innovative 
textile design. As material-oriented 
designers, they reinvent traditional 
textile production by translating con-
ventional methods, such as stitching, 
weaving and knitting, to contemporary 
3D printing technology.
 
Presentation
Studio Plott presents ‘Open Rugs’,  
a series of 3D printed rugs that  
unites technique with tactility. The 
studio has developed a 3D printable 
equivalent of textile allowing them  
to print fabric in different patterns 
and colors. The open mesh arrange-
ments create interesting dialogues 
between the objects and their under-
lying surfaces.

21
Studio Plott
Floor Wall Ceiling

Designers
Lumen Center, Felicerossi, Hafro 
Gruppo Geromin, Atelier Mendini, 
Quinze Milan, Claudio Milioto, Jan 
Puylaert, WET, Mariandrea Zambrano

Location
Via Giovanni Ventura 15
20134 Milan

Contact
Mariandrea Zambrano
Via Altipiano 11
Porto Valtravaglia
I - 21010 Varese
+39 345 210 72 07
maz@wet.co.it
www.ecopixel.eu

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 20.00 – 22.00

23
ECOPIXEL
WET

About
ECOPIXEL is a new method for 
recycling plastics. Composed of 
100% Low-Density PolyEthylene that 
melts at 120°C it can be re-melted 
over and over again without losing  
its properties. As it melts in different 
shapes and colors it appears in 
different faces but although available 
in unlimited combinations ECOPIXEL 
is easily recognizable thanks to its 
pixelized appearance. ECOPIXEL  
is also available in a highly innovating 
“open skin” version.

Presentation
Alessandro Mendini “King  
of pixelized design” has specially 
designed a Chaise Longue in the 
occasion to launch the ECOPIXEL 
material. An iconic MEMPHIS  
revival that wants to be “A pièce 
unique for the big public”.

Designer
Roos Soetekouw

Location
Via Privata Oslavia 1
20134 Milan

Contact
Roos Soetekouw
Nicolaes Maesstraat 2
NL - 1506 LB Zaandam
+31 (0)6 4304 40 03
info@roossoetekouw.com
www.roossoetekouw.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 20.00 – 22.00

About
Roos Soetekouw creates textiles, characterized by an outspoken,  
visual story and careful detailing. Her works are produced in high-quality, 
durable materials. The designs reflect her curiosity about life and her  
ability to look at it from a unique perspective.

Presentation
The Malabar collection is an ode to the Malabar Tree Nymph. in this collection 
Soetekouw combines hand-drawn shapes with graphic patterns. She uses 
 lush velvets and combines them with organic linens and cotton. Roos works 
with hints of gold, black, royal blues and hot pink to give her work a lush feel, 
and adds warm, soft, sandy tones to complete the story.

25
Roos Soetekouw

Designers
Joppe Besseling, Lena Braun, Jing 
Cai Liu, Marcel Coufreur, Levi van 
Gelder, Luuk Klawer, Dorien Laan, 
Niene Laan, Jip van Leeuwenstein, 
Sanne Weekers

Location
Via Privata Oslavia 7
20134 Milan

Contact
Femke Langebaerd
Ina Boudier-Bakkerlaan 50
NL - 3582 VA Utrecht
+31 (0)6 5360 82 60
femke.langebaerd@hku.nl
www.hku.nl/hkudesignpresents

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 20.00 – 22.00

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 14.00 – 18.00 

About
Society increasingly looks to designers to provide creative, applicable solutions 
for everyday issues. Solutions need to transcend traditional boundaries 
between disciplines to have a lasting impact. Students of HKU Design prepare 
themselves for working in these dynamic environments by constantly  
taking on new roles and rethinking contexts. This is what we call our education-
through-designing.

Presentation
What defines our identity? And how do we protect it? By questioning the role  
of our personal belongings we reveal a new way of owning. By questioning our 
offline and online privacy we search for new ways to protect us from manipulation.

24
HKU Design
To Own
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Designer
Daniel van Dijck

Location
Via Privata Oslavia 1
20134 Milano

Contact
Saturnustraat 91
NL - 2516 AG Den Haag
+31 (0)6 1519 25 81
info@danielvandijck.com
www.danielvandijck.com

Opening time
Tue. 4 Apr. – Sat. 8 Apr. 10.00 – 20.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

Opening evening
with special finger food 
Wed. 5 Apr. 20.00 – 22.00  

About
Daniel van Dijck (1986) is an Interior 
Architect and Conceptual designer 
based in The Hague. He engages with 
both commissioned and personal 
projects that reinterpret and inter-
rogates everyday objects and our 
daily practices. He creates functional, 
generally hand-made, unique and 
limited pieces that are informed  
by the experimentation of materials.
 
Presentation
Daniel van Dijck has created 
surprising tableware items, in which 
he combines edibles with porcelain 
and stoneware. Abandoning the purely 
visual experience of a museum 
presentation, Daniel van Dijck invites 
visitors to grab product samples  
and to use the products by eating 
food from them.

26
Daniel van Dijck
Touch me! Please do not touch!

27
Lambert Kamps  
Art & Design
Tube Lamp Clock

Designer
Lambert Kamps

Location
Via Privata Oslavia 1
20134 Milan

Contact
Lambert Kamps
P.O. Box 1157
NL - 9701 BD Groningen
+31 (0)6 4827 33 16
info@lambertkamps.com
www.lambertkamps.com

Opening time
Daily 10.00 – 20.00 
Sun. 9 Apr. 10.00 – 18.00

Opening cocktail
Wed. 5 Apr. 20.00 – 22.00

Dutch Design Week 2017
Sign up from April 1 - June 30 
via ddw.nl
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Interview by Federica Marie Carenini
Photo by Daphne Kuilman

Speeding up and facilitating 21st century creation

Co-working and co-creation spaces are becoming more and more common.  
What sets Makerversity apart is both the people behind it – a vibrant, 
professional, and interactive community that gives rise to collaboration and 
innovation – and its offer of expert advice for corporates who want to learn 
about disruptive innovation from start-ups.

Originally set up in London in 2013, the social enterprise has had a second location in the centre of Amsterdam 
since 2016. This unique co-working space is built on the heritage of an early initiative by one of the co-founders to 
engage the local community. The ground-breaking idea of Tom Tobia was to provide a public space where diverse 
local experts could meet each other within a workshop offering micro manufacturing for their neighbourhood solutions.

Makerversity acts in a similar way – it brings together professional start-ups with all manner of creative  
and technical knowledge and encourages them to interact, experiment, and take risks in order to achieve innovation. 
In return for desk space and prototyping facilities, members pay a fee, but – most importantly – they must be able  
to help Makerversity fulfil its mission to educate, support, and inspire lifelong learning and 21st-century skills.

The facilities, based in the centres of London and Amsterdam, include well-equipped rapid prototyping labs 
(digital, wood, electrics, textiles, metal), meeting rooms, bright co-working spaces, supportive communities, and expert 
advice. This setting allows people to work in close proximity to each other and creates opportunities to engage and 
collaborate with fields far from those that people usually work in. Diversity is at the heart of Makerversity. It boosts not 
only the creative process, but also its translation into reality. ‘The most important things that Makerversity provides 
are the ability to prototype quickly and the inter national creative community’, explains Anna Kinneir, co-director of the 
Amsterdam location. As Anna herself and the members believe, Makerversity is a catalyst – it means the development 
process happens locally, at high speed, and with greater control. These last two elements are the chief motivating 
factors for members to develop and iterate their product. If it happens to fail – which can happen – the time factor is 
less of an issue. And if they do fail, the diverse community is there to support and challenge in a productive way. People 
know they do not need to know everything, but that they can assist each other, making everything more dynamic.

There are many reasons that explain the approach to heterogeneity. As designer Conor Taylor of 
Makerversity London claims, creative businesses are forced together due to the rising costs of space, labour, and 
materials in cities. Co-working, therefore, becomes fundamental to the access to tools and machinery. 

From the creative perspective, crowdsourcing ideas fosters both excitement and inspiration. Kim Band  
and Alessandro Iadarola are two insiders at Makerversity Amsterdam. Kim is the founder and creative director  
of We Smell The Rain, and Alessandro is the co-founder of Polimeer. Both are Amsterdam-based startups, the former 
specialised in contemporary greenery and the latter focused on finding solutions for postconsumer plastic recycling 
production. As the two young designers claim, their collaboration started spontaneously. ‘Multidisciplinary skill-sets 
are extremely necessary to reach solutions for today’s complex issues’, they explain. ‘This is why collaboration is 
only natural and organic in a place like Makerversity.’

In addition, collaboration can be a win-win situation. A perfect example is the experience of material 
developer Conor Taylor. His photography campaign for Foresso, a panel made of resin-binder material and timber 
waste, is the result of a joint effort with photographer Luke Walker, former member of Makerversity. Their close 
collaboration brought the project to another level, helping Foresso stand out and creating a superb portfolio project 
for Walker. In other words, they killed two birds with one stone.

Nevertheless, something can always go wrong. Misunderstandings and miscommunication can be a major 
causes of the failing of collaborations. ‘It is easy to get swept up in a project and not clearly lay out what people’s 
individual roles are’, explains Conor. As Kim and Alessandro underline, it is important not to let decision-making be 
led by personality only. ‘In a co-design project, each member should take initiative, be proactive, and communicate 
well.’ The role of the mediator is, therefore, fundamental to making collaboration work. Anna emphasises the 
importance of community members supporting each other. It is this let’s-do-this attitude that makes the goals  
of progress and innovation achievable.

Unfortunately, Makerversity will not be able to take part of the coming edition of the Salone. However,  
the young head of the Amsterdam office believes that Makerversity can have a unique impact on the fair. ‘The Salone 
has changed a lot in recent years, broadening beyond furniture and design to include innovative technologies,  
such as smart devices. Makerversity and the collaborative projects that it facilitates can engage the industry and  
a wider audience with these fields alongside the debate on local production and its effects on the economy.’

The community is hoping to expand to other countries and to increase its effort to build an inspiring 
educational platform for younger generations aimed at providing them with lifelong learning and high levels  
of adaptability.

On the photo: Kim Band, Mahalia McNeil, Alessandro Iadarola, Bob Vos
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TOOtheZOO

Designers
Jules Vreeswijk

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Via Meravigli 7
20123 Milan

Contact
Jules Vreeswijk
Lisdoddelaan 39
NL - 3451 PL Vleuten
+31 (0)6 2222 22 58
julesvreeswijk@toothezoo.nl
www.toothezoo.nl

Opening time
Daily 11.00 – 19.00
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00  
(Invites only)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00

About
TOOtheZOO is a Dutch label that 
focuses on developing inspiring  
and innovative design furniture for 
offices, hotels and public spaces. 
In our collaboration with Dutch 
designers, we pay much attention  
to details, comfort, design and 
function. TOOtheZOO makes work 
more appealing and fun.

Presentation
The inviting and colorful designs of 
TOOtheZOO jump straight in the eye. 
TOOthePICNIC responses to the 
standard furniture that you often find 
in contemporary work environments. 
It combines the look of a picnic table 
with a comfortable three-seat sofa 
and laptop table. An ingenious piece 
of furniture with a twist.

Designer
Aleksandra Gaca 
with Casalis

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Via Meravigli 7
20123, Milan

Contact
Aleksandra Gaca
Hooikade 13  
Studio 1.05
NL - 2627 AB Delft
+31 (0)6 2187 72 11
a.gaca@aleksandragaca.nl
www.aleksandragaca.nl
www.casalis.be

Opening time
Daily 11.00 – 19.00
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00  
(Invites only)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00

About
Textile designer Aleksandra Gaca 
pushes the technical boundaries  
of weaving, for example with her  
3D textiles. She works with architects 
and companies on bespoke and 
commercial solutions. “Since our 
world is increasingly digital, textiles 
are more important than ever for  
the feeling of safety and comfort they 
provide,” she says.

Presentation
In Fabric of Life, Aleksandra Gaca 
presents her new textiles – the latest 
results of a 20-year career in weaving 
innovation and experimentation.  
The exhibition consists of a unique 
sensory environment in which Gaca’s 
fabrics provide experiences ranging 
from the tactile to the visual and  
even auditory, as they muffle and 
absorb sound. 
On show new acoustic fabric for 
Casalis and her own-label cushion 
collection.
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28 – 37

Designers
Among many others: Royal Ahrend, 
Vlisco, Brand van Egmond, Scholten 
& Baijings, Desso, Gelderland, Room 
of Origins by Edward van Vliet, Hay, 
Leolux and De Ploeg.

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Via Meravigli 7
20123, Milan

Contact
Nicole Uniquole
Willem van Outhoornstraat 27
NL - 2593 ZT The Hague
+31 (0)6 5025 39 61
info@uniquole.nl
www.uniquole.nl
www.masterly.nu

Opening time
Daily 11.00 – 19.00
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00  
(Invites only)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00 

About
It is with great pride that Dutch 
curator Nicole Uniquole introduces to 
you the second edition of the Dutch 
pavilion in Milan. It is a true honour  
to build such an energetic centre  
in this city with inspiring enterprises 
and designers who stand tall and 
proud in design.

Presentation
Once a year, for one week, the extra-
ordinary Palazzo Francesco Turati  
is showered with a high dose of  
Dutch design essence. Featuring 
inter disciplinary exhibitions and solo 
presentations the perfect pavilion 
experience comes full circle. Meet 
the minds and makers and start your 
Salone experience here.

28
Masterly – The Dutch In Milano
Uniquole

29
Fabric of Life
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About Secrid
Dutch designer couple Marianne van Sasse van Ysselt and René van Geer  
have revolutionised the wallet industry. By merging their respective 
backgrounds in fashion and industrial design they’ve created a pocket-sized 
design icon. A surprising movement made in Holland: sourced locally,  
loved globally. 

About EE Exclusives
In 1900, EE Labels began producing the most wonderful ribbons and jacquard 
woven labels . Launched under “EE Exclusives”, this expertise and finesse  
is now applied to make unique high-end jacquard fabrics in co-creation with 
designers and brands.

Presentation:
Secrid is expanding its movement with the resilience of high-end woven  
fabrics. In collaboration with EE Exclusives, these Dutch companies combine 
robust materials with the tactility of precision-woven fabric. Two worlds meet  
in a co-creation that forms the centrepiece of a dynamic space.

31
Secrid & EE Exclusives

Designers
Marianne van Sasse van Ysselt,
René van Geer

Location
Masterly - Dutch pavilion, 
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Via Meravigli 7, Milan
Secrid room 17, 2nd floor room 21
EE Exclusives room 17

Contact Secrid
info@secrid.com
www.secrid.com

Contact EE Exclusives
exclusives@eelabels.nl
www.ee-exclusives.com

Opening time
4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00 
5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
6 - 8 Apr. 11.00 – 19.00 
9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Press preview
3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00
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37
LUNEdot

Designer
Lieke van Dijk

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Via Meravigli 7
20123, Milan

Contact
Lieke van Dijk
Nigtevechtseweg 152
NL - 3633 XX Vreeland
+31 (0)6 4696 30 97
lieke@lunedot.com
www.lunedot.com

Opening time
Daily 11.00 – 19.00
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00  
(invites only)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00

Designers
Inge Bečka, Mik Bečka,  
Mariëtte Wolbert

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Ground floor room 14
Via Meravigli 7
20123, Milan

Contact
Inge Bečka
Isperweg 123
NL - 1464 NL Westbeemster
+31 (0)6 4307 52 50
info@ingebecka.com
www.ingebecka.com
www.mariettewolbert.nl
www.mikbecka.nl

Opening time
Daily 11.00 – 19.00
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00  
(invites only)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00

About
Bečka – Wolbert – Bečka (BWB) are three designers, each with their  
own specialty. Inge Bečka is a virtuoso porcelain designer. Mariëtte Wolbert  
is a textile designer and innovative in weaving techniques. Mik Bečka is  
an architect and designer. They work well solo or together in co-production. 
Where their different disciplines meet a symbioses creates un-conventional 
unique interior products that exceed and strengthen each other.

Presentation
Mik Bečka will show his latest design table ‘the spider’. Inge Bečka &  
Mariëtte Wolbert will present a huge porcelain wall made out of textile.  
‘The Ridge Tile’ has recently become part of the ceramic collection  
of Royal Tichelaar Makkum.

Designer
Marcel Wolterinck

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Via Meravigli 7
20123, Milan

Contact
VERDEN
Marlieke Musterman
Johannes Postlaan 6
NL - 3705 LN Zeist
+31 (0)30 212 21 10
info@verden-collection.com
www.verden-collection.com

Opening time
Daily 11.00 – 19.00
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00  
(invites only)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00

About
VERDEN – Danish for ‘world‘ – is 
initiated by Linteloo to offer talented 
designers a platform on which  
they can develop their overall vision 
on interior.
Without having to compromise they 
can use different techniques and 
materials to create a contemporary 
collection. While doing this they  
have the knowledge and experience 
of Linteloo at their disposal.

Presentation
Marcel Wolterinck introduced his 
first collection for VERDEN in 2011. 
In the Palazzo Turati we are showing 
the new sofa based on his Cervino 
design and the extended collection  
of fabrics and leathers. His goal is  
to aim for perfection and that resulted 
in a healthy track-record of unique 
and special interiors, combined with 
his own furniture line for VERDEN. 

Designer
Tristan Frencken

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Via Meravigli 7
20123, Milan

Contact
Brigit Hobbelink
Handelskade 16
NL - 5211 TH ‘s-Hertogenbosch
+31 (0)6 5397 67 89
info@tristanfrencken.com
www.tristanfrencken.com

Opening time
Daily 11.00 – 19.00
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00  
(invites only)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00

About
Tristan Frencken designs products 
that draw subtle attention. Not  
only because they are aesthetically  
and functionally, but also because 
they provoke curiosity by their con-
struction. He is carefully designing 
the contours and is focusing on  
the repetition of geometric principles. 
The style elements of his designs 
speak for themselves.

Presentation
New collection of Tristan Frencken

Designers
Ilona Lénárd, Kas Oosterhuis

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati,  
ground floor room 13
Via Meravigli 7
20123, Milan

Contact
Kas Oosterhuis
Nieuwlandsedijk 1
NL - 2691 KT ‘s-Gravenzande
+ 31 (0)6 2471 42 26
oosterhuis@oosterhuis.nl
www.lenard.nl
www.onl.eu
www.byyu.eu
www.oosterhuis.nl

Opening time
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Thu. – Sat. 6 – 8 Apr. 11.00 – 19.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00

Designer
Carina Riezebos

Location
Palazzo Francesco Turati
Via Meravigli 7
20123, Milan

Contact
1e Industrieweg 1
NL - 4147 CR Asperen
+31 (0)345 63 48 93
info@houseofhermeta.nl
www.houseofhermeta.nl

Opening time
Daily 11.00 – 19.00
Tue. 4 Apr. 11.00 – 17.00
Wed. 5 Apr. 11.00 – 22.00
Sun. 9 Apr. 11.00 – 16.00

Opening cocktail
Tue. 4 Apr. 18.00 – 21.00  
(invites only)

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 16.00 – 19.00 

Press preview
Mon. 3 Apr. 15.00 – 19.00

About
Ilona Lénárd is visual artist / 
designer, Kas Oosterhuis is architect 
/ designer, they have worked  
closely together since 1989 fusing 
art and architecture on a digital 
platform, which resulted in bespoke 
projects like the Waterpavilion.  
Their shared motto is that a building 
can be a sculpture and a sculpture  
a functional building.

Presentation
On show are the Body Chair  
designed by Kas Oosterhuis and the 
MyMondrian jacquard woven 
tapestries designed by Ilona Lénárd. 
The parametric Body Chair comes in 
an endless series of variations based 
on the customers own bodily 
dimensions. MyMondrian is Lénárd’s 
three-dimensional interpretation of 
Mondrian’s last unfinished painting 
Victory Boogie Woogie.

About
With the new design brand House  
of Hermeta Holland, art director 
Carina Riezebos offers a completely 
different look on functional  
products. Crude, Gala and Tulipa are 
exclusive and aesthetically styled 
design hooks. Made by hand with  
a stem of anodised aluminium  
in the self-developed colour ‘New 
Amsterdam’ with a bud of mouth-
blown Bohemian glass.

Presentation
New: Gala Bronze & Gala Superior 
Bronze. Limited editions of the Gala, 
the one inspired by Dalí’s dripping 
shapes. These solid bronze design 
hooks are scalloped-by-hand. The 
elegant Tulipa with a sparkling glass 
flower will also be presented with a 
warm bronze stem and leaf.

32
Body Chair and MyMondrian
BYYU

33
House of Hermeta Holland

34
Tristan Frencken

35
Wolterinck for Verden
Verden

36
Bečka – Wolbert – Bečka
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Designers
Sebastian Herkner, Paola Navone, 
Roderick Vos, Jan des Bouvrie  
and Yabu Pushelberg

Location
Fiera Milano – Rho
Hall 06 - Stand B24
20017 Rho

Contact
Marlieke Munsterman
Johannes Postlaan 6
NL - 3705 LN Zeist
+31 (0)6 5545 88 21
press@linteloo.com
www.linteloo.com

Opening time
Daily 9.30 – 18.30 

40
Studio Susanne de Graef

Designer
Susanne de Graef

Location
Fiera Milano – Rho
Salone Satellite
pad./pav. 22/24, Booth number C-23
20017 Rho

Contact
Susanne de Graef
Klokgebouw 235
NL - 5617 AC Eindhoven
+31 (0)6 4878 05 53
me@susannedegraef.nl
www.susannedegraef.nl

Opening time
Daily 9.30 – 18.30

About
The Linteloo collection is a collab o-
ration between international designers 
and the best European craftsmen. The 
durable products are produced in The 
Netherlands and Italy by manufactures 
using inno vative and sustainable 
production methods. The company 
was founded in 1994 by Jan te Lintelo 
and is known for “the feel-good 
factor” connecting pas sionate people 
from around the world. The creativity 
of the designers and dialogue 
through out the product development 
is key to a successful collection.

Presentation
LINTELOO is showing the collection
at the Salone del Mobile with a new 
sofa “Highline” by Sebastian Herkner 
dressed in new fabrics by Raf Simons 
for Kvadrat as well as his Ample chair 
and Terrace tables. The Canadian 
duo Yabu Pushelberg designed the 
Heath sofa and Oiseau chairs for 
VERDEN and Dutch designer Roderick 
Vos is represented with his iconic 
Nureyev bookcase and the new Ishi 
dining table and chair.
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38 – 40

Designer
Jorre van Ast

Location
Fiera Milano - Rho
Hall 16 / Stand D31
20017 Rho

Contact
Jony van den Mosselaar
Parallelweg 2-III
NL - 7102 DE Winterswijk
+31 (0)543 546 098
press@arco.nl
www.arco.nl

Opening time
Daily 9.30 – 18.30

38
Arco

About
For Arco, doing what one does  
best means mainly one thing: making 
tables. Tables play a central role in 
our lives: we talk, meet, work, eat and 
celebrate at the table. For all these 
different moments in life, we design, 
develop and produce design tables  
in our very own way: whether it is 
about office furniture or a customized 
dining room table.

Presentation
Trestle Table is the latest design from 
Jorre van Ast who has recast the 
functional look of the trestle to create 
a generously proportioned table that 
will complement any living space. 
The new design is the perfect addition 
to the range of products from Dutch 
table specialist Arco. As with other 
models from the company’s Local 
Wood range, the oak for the table top 
is sourced from the area around the 
Arco factory in Winterswijk, Holland, 
close to the border with Germany.  
The two-part table top is supported 
at each end by a three-legged 
aluminium trestle, the height of which 
can be adjusted from 71 to 78 cm.

39
Linteloo
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Interview by Federica Marie Carenini
Photo by Daphne Kuilman

When a carpenter and exhibition designer meet

Bernotat&Co incorporates aspects of everyday life into unforeseen,  
practical objects. Nature, poetry, science, and technology become inspiring 
elements for the creation of products that are surprising because of their 
shape and functionality.

Bernotat&Co is a design studio owned by Anke Bernotat and Jan Jacob Borstlap. The studio was originally established 
by Anke in 2007 and focused mainly on product design. In 2011, Jan Jacob joined Bernotat&Co, bringing with  
him experience and knowledge as an exhibition designer. Their fruitful collaboration resulted in a studio that focuses 
on product design, exhibition design, and on the wide range of creative possibilities between the two.

The synergy between Anke and Jan Jacob flows from the difference in personal qualities and working skills. 
Because of her past education as a Schreiner – carpenter in German – , Anke has an eye for detail and knowledge  
of artisanship. Moreover, as an industrial designer her style is more minimalistic than Jan Jacob’s. He believes one  
of her qualities is being able to sketch simple forms, which, when realised, turn out to have a great deal of quality,  
as well as hidden humour. On the other hand, as an exhibition designer, Jan Jacob is keener to portray content and 
tell stories. ‘Structure and clearness are his strong points’, Anke adds. By working on the same project from different 
viewpoints, both are able to enjoy the space needed for their own ambitions and talent.

The blending of private and working life can be a difficult issue to deal with. Even if it would be great  
to clearly separate the two things, it does not always work in reality. However, the couple has been able to deal with 
this difficulty so far. ‘We are pragmatical about it.’ Explains Anke. ‘When ideas come spontaneously, we let them  
rise and discuss them, weekend or not.’

Chair Wear is a good example of their way of working. This first result of their successful collaboration  
was showcased at Milan’s Salone del Mobile in 2012. Chair Wear was the outcome of fascinating and innovative 
experimentation with different textiles and, more importantly, a statement on the countless number of new chairs 
launched in Milan every year. The idea behind the exhibition was ‘Why buy a new chair when you can dress up  
the one you have?’ And this concept was surprising. 

The Chair Wear project also emphasizes the studio’s use of irony and paradoxes, which allow the  
duo to picture unique concepts that are translated into unexpected yet functional objects. Both Anke and Jan Jacob 
believe inspiration can come from anywhere – nature, art, science, technology, and daily life. The aim of  
Bernotat&Co is to pursue further possibilities and innovations in product creation – for instance, what can be done 
with a particular material? 

Collaboration is very important to Bernotat&Co. That is why Co not only stands for company; it mainly 
stands for the collaboration between Anke and Jan Jacob, and the people they work with – manufacturers, clients, 
and specialists. The design studio, therefore, wants to involve these parties in the creative process. By initiating  
a dialogue, it is possible to understand the customer’s requests and to picture the products they need. A wide-open 
mind is, therefore, a valuable and distinctive feature. 

A remarkable example of successful collaboration is the Triennial Chair Family project, which was launched 
last January. The Triennial chair – initially designed by Anke – has a separate cushion for the back, making it 
possible to upholster it with endless fabric combinations. Because of its success, Gispen commissioned Bernotat&Co 
to develop the initial model into a complete family of chairs. As a result of this collaboration, Bernotat&Co was  
able to surprise Gispen with additional ideas for chair models that had not been asked for, but that were immediately 
received with great enthusiasm.

The studio’s products can be seen at Milan’s Salone del Mobile every year. However, Bernotat&Co does  
not display its own products with the same frequency. ‘We do not create new objects only in order to showcase  
them at the Salone. Our goal is to design products for which there is an intrinsic need’, they explain. In addition,  
the couple just bought a very distinct house in Germany. ‘It is a dream house. For the moment, we want to focus  
on its construction, which is a delighting project!’ 

When it comes to talk of the future, both Anke and Jan Jacob underline the necessity for sustainable 
solutions. ‘In the last century, industrial culture has been innovation-hungry and, as a result, the old is considered 
worthless and useless’, Jan Jacob explains. ‘These old and discarded solutions can be very interesting to put to  
use again. They often consume less energy than new solutions.’ One important objective of Bernotat&Co is to adapt 
these older, forgotten solutions to the needs of our time and endeavour to make them relevant for the future, using  
the best of both the old and the new.
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